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Kyle Barnes has been plagued by demonic possession all his life. In light of recent revelations, he

finally feels like he's starting to piece together the answers he's looking for. But while he feels a new

sense of purpose... is Reverend Anderson's life falling apart?  Collects Outcast by Kirkman &

Azaceta #7-12.
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The mysterious mystery of a plot continues in a muddled, meandering, mysterious way (moody art

and colors are great, though). Because it's Kirkman, and TWD and Invincible rule, I'll give trade #3 a

chance. Anyone else and I'd cast out this vast and unending ruin of mysterious nothingness. For

those looking for comic-book horror, grab Walking Dead, Locke n Key or American Vampire - all are

far superior to this.

Another absolutely great volume by Kirkman & Azaceta! It's kind of getting to the point where there's

a lot more questions than answers but iut's still just as gripping and I read this volume twice as fast

as the first! Highly Recommended!

Almost seems like nothing is happening but outcast flows so well that it is interesting. We meet the

devil in this volume! Kyle is figuring out that he does have some kind of power, but why and how to

use it as a means of correcting his shattered life. I say good read! I will continue to follow Kirkman's



story.

This builds well on the first volume. Kyle Barnes helps the local reverend exorcise demons from

every day people. Kyle seems to attract the demons though, as they have infected a number of

people that he is close to (his mom, his wife).Kyle is estranged from his wife because he hit her. It

was uncharacteristic of him. When we met him in volume 1, he was living in a dirty, dark home on

the outskirts of society. An outcast. In this volume, we learn that his wife had been possessed and

was beating on their daughter. Kyle knows this. His daughter knows this. No one else does. He is a

tragic figure, but unlike many others, his tragedy was not fueled because of his actions.The art is

great.

I am still on the fence as I can not say this series of Grapgic novel volumes is good or that it is not

good?I have pre ordered Volume 3 and by the end of reading volume 3,I will the make my decision

if this series os worth moving forward with.. These Graphic Comics seem a bit short as reading the

entire volune in one sitting is very easy.The Graphoc novels themselves are very nicely done with

really good illistrations. Once again so far the "Outcast Graphic Novel Series is just "OK"and after

reading the next issue which will be volume 3 I will decide either to move forward with the "Outcast

series" as there are many other graphic novels that look really interesting and worthy to read!

Robert Kirkman's Outcast is amazing. The premise is simple but Kirkman does an amazing job of

making real people scary. The readers struggle to solve the same mysteries as Kyle and the

Reverend. The horror is fictional but so real. Kyle's struggle to understand his life is painful. Paul

Azaceta's artwork is gritty and perfectly suited for the book. He does a great job make normal

characters recognizable. Overall, just a marvelous bit of storytelling.

With the Reverend Anderson, Kyle finds that it is not just his touch which exorcises demons but

leaves some of the victims in a catatonic state. Meanwhile Sydney representing the demons is

rallying his troops before the Great Merge.Kyle is looking for answers and begins to comprehend

what is happening but there is far more to come.Intelligent writing and good illustrations make this a

good read but you need to read Volume 1 first

Outcast is an unexpected delight from the author of Walking Dead. I didn't expect him to have two

hits in a row, but Robert Kirkman nails it. Outcast is beautiful, mysterious, monstrous and totally



addictive. Do yourself a favor and get a copy. You won't be sorry.
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